
Newsletter for journalists, 13 October

All the materials of this newsletter may be freely used and reproduced in electronic and print media, as well
as any other information projects.

Reprint of these materials must contain a reference to the Delegation of the European Union to Moldova.

The Delegation fully encourages dissemination of its information products among the Moldovan mass
media, central and local authorities, public organisations, universities, etc.

Announcements

12 OCTOBER, BRUSSELS, BELGIUM

The European Commission and the Permanent Secretariat of the IGC TRACECA hold the First TRACECA
Investment Forum. More information at >>>

12-13 OCTOBER, ROMANIA

EU Commissioner for Employment, Social Affairs and Inclusion, László Andor in Romania in the context of
the High Level Events organised by the European Commission about the contribution of EU funds, such as
the European Social Fund (ESF), to the integration of Roma. More information at >>>

13-14 OCTOBER, BRUSSELS, BELGIUM

European Road Safety Day organised by the European Commission Directorate General for Transport to
raise the profile of all activities which aim to save lives on European roads. More information at >>>

18-19 OCTOBER, BRUSSELS, BELGIUM

On the occasion of the 4th EU Anti-trafficking Day, the Belgian Presidency of the European Union will host a
conference on prevention of trafficking in human beings, prosecution of traffickers and protection of
victims. More information at >>>

21-22 OCTOBER, KIEV, UKRAINE

The EU-funded INTERACT Programme in close co-operation with EuropeAid Co-operation Office hold the
INTERACT ENPI Annual Conference for all ENPI CBC programmes. More information at >>>

21-22 October, Tbilisi, Georgia

Conference of the EU Covenant of Mayors is being held by the European Commission in an Eastern
Partnership country, reflecting the priority given to the initiative in the field of energy under the Eastern
Partnership. More information at >>>



News (27 September-12 October)

HUNGARY ACCIDENT: EUROPEAN TEAM OF EXPERTS START WORKING ON THE GROUND

On 11 October a European civil protection team of five experts from France, Belgium, Sweden, Austria and
Germany arrived in Hungary to support the Hungarian authorities in their efforts to combat the pollution
caused by the break of a sludge depository in the city of Ajka. The experts were brought directly to the
place of accident together with a European Commission liaison officer, who arrived to in Hungary on 9
October.

On 7 October the Hungarian Government issued a request for assistance to the European Commission's
Monitoring and Information Centre (MIC). Hungarian authorities asked for a small team of 3-5 experts with
strong field experience in preventing/mitigating damage from alkali sludge on flora and fauna, and
decontamination of agricultural land. The Member States participating in the EU Civil Protection
Mechanism responded quickly to this call with an impressive number of offers – more than 40 experts were
offered by 10 Member States. More information at >>>

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

EU EXTENDS RESTRICTIVE MEASURES AGAINST TRANSNISTRIAN LEADERS

On 27 September the EU Ministers meeting in the Agriculture and Fisheries Council have adopted a
decision extending, until 30 September 2011, restrictive measures (visa ban) against the Transnistrian
leadership. However, these measure would be suspended for a further period of 6 months (until 31 March
2011), the Council Conclusions said, “in order to encourage progress in reaching a political settlement to
the Transnistrian conflict, addressing the remaining problems of the Latin-script schools and restoring free
movement of persons.”

At the end of the suspension period, the Council will review the restrictive measures in the light of
developments. “The EU is committed to continue its efforts in order to contribute to a viable settlement of
the Transnistrian conflict, based on the principles of sovereignty and territorial integrity of the Republic of
Moldova”, the Conclusions said, adding that formal settlement talks in the 5+2 format should be resumed
as early as possible. More information at >>>

COMMISSIONER FÜLE: REFORM IS KEY TO EXPLOITING FULL POTENTIAL OF EU-UKRAINE RELATIONS

On 1 October the European Commissioner for Enlargement and Neighbourhood Policy Štefan Füle hold a
key speech on 7th annual meeting of Yalta European Strategy (YES Conference) in Yalta, Ukraine. “Reform is
key to exploiting the enormous potential that exists in the relationship between the EU and Ukraine”,
stated Commissioner Füle. “In the European Union itself, we have recognised the importance of a reform
response to the economic and financial global downturn in our Europe 2020 strategy”.

“However reform involves much more than a political decision to move in a particular strategic direction,”
he warned. “Reform is a process that needs to be delivered in the short, medium and long-term… Let me be
blunt here: any strategic decision to move towards the European Union without a reform process to
accompany it, is illusory and just rhetoric.” More information at >>>



EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT BACKS SCRAPPING OF VISAS FOR ALBANIA AND BOSNIA-HERZEGOVINA

On 7 October the European Parliament backed the proposals to exempt nationals of Bosnia-Herzegovina
and Albania from visas by the end of 2010, believing like the European Commission that these two
countries meet the required conditions on document security and combating illegal immigration and crime.

On 30 November 2009 the EU decided to waive visa requirements for citizens of Serbia, Montenegro and
the former Yugoslav republic of Macedonia, a decision which took effect on 19 December that year. At the
time, Bosnia-Herzegovina and Albania did not meet all the criteria on illegal immigration, public policy and
security. Last May, however, the Commission decided that the two countries had made good progress and
recommended that Parliament and the Council give the go-ahead to abolish the visa requirements. More
information at >>>

ECONOMICS

EU AND SOUTH KOREA SIGN FREE TRADE DEAL

On 6 October the EU Trade Commissioner Karel De Gucht, the Belgian Minister of Foreign Affairs Steven
Vanackere representing the EU Presidency, and the Korean Minister for Trade Kim Jong-hoon signed a Free
Trade Agreement (FTA) between the EU and South Korea. This FTA is the most ambitious trade agreement
ever negotiated by the EU and the first with an Asian country.

"The agreement between the EU and South Korea marks a significant achievement in improving our trade
links. It will provide a real boost to jobs and growth in Europe at this critical time", said Commissioner De
Gucht.

One study estimates that the deal will create new trade in good and services worth €19.1 billion for the EU;
another study calculates that it will more than double the bilateral EU-South Korea trade in the next 20
years compared to a scenario without the FTA. More information at >>>

EU COUNCIL CREATES EUROFISC NETWORK TO DETECT NEW FRAUD SCHEMES

On 7 October the European Council adopted a regulation aimed at enabling the Member States to step up
their efforts in combating fraud with regard to value-added taxation (VAT). The main innovation involves
the creation of Eurofisc, a network of national officials to detect and combat new cases of cross-border VAT
fraud. The new regulation seeks to make cooperation between tax administrations more effective and to
give Member States the means to combat VAT fraud more effectively.

The Eurofisc network, in which all member states will participate, will enable targeted and swift action to
be taken in order to combat new and specific types of fraud. It will involve a multilateral early warning
mechanism, and the coordination of both data exchange and the work of liaison officials in acting upon
warnings received. More information at >>>



SOCIAL

EUROPE APPROVES € 500 MILLION OF FOOD AID FOR THE NEEDY FOR 2011

On 4 October the Management Committee of the EU Single Common Market Organisation voted the food
aid plans submitted by Member States for 2011. Originally designed to provide surplus stocks of farm
produce ('intervention stocks') to needy people, the scheme was amended in the mid-1990s to make it
possible to supplement intervention stocks with market purchases in certain circumstances.

This year existing intervention stocks (cereals, milk powder, limited quantities of butter) cover most of the
needs for the 2011 plan, so only limited recourse to market purchases is necessary. The allocated budget of
500 million euros is the same as for the 2009 and 2010 plans.

Dacian Ciolos, Commissioner for Agriculture and Rural Development, said of the programme: "The Aid for
the Needy Scheme is a further sign that the Common Agriculture Policy is not just for farmers, but for all EU
citizens. Last year, an estimated 13 million people benefited from the various national programmes." More
information at >>>

EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT EXTENDS SOCIAL SECURITY TO NON-EU NATIONALS

On 7 October the European Parliament approved in plenary session that non-EU nationals and their families
who are legally resident in one EU Member State but staying or working in another will be entitled to social
security benefits in the same way as EU nationals under new EU rules.

EU citizens who are legally resident in one Member State, but staying or working in another, are already
entitled to social security benefits under two EU regulations on the co-ordination of social security systems.
The new rules approved extend these entitlements to third country nationals and members of their families
who are legally resident in the territory of an EU Member State. Parliament hasn't amended this regulation
and wants that it takes effect quickly. More information at >>>

CULTURE

WINNERS OF THE EU PRIZE FOR LITERATURE ANNOUNCED AT FRANKFURT BOOK FAIR

On 6 October the European Commission, the European Booksellers Federation (EBF), the European Writers'
Council (EWC) and the Federation of European Publishers (FEP) announced the winning authors of the 2nd
annual European Union Prize for Literature at the Frankfurt Book Fair.

The prize, supported through the EU Culture Programme, aims to draw attention to new talents and to
promote the publication of their books in different countries, as well as celebrating European cultural
diversity.

The 11 winning authors were selected by national juries in Belgium, Cyprus, Denmark, Estonia, Finland,
Germany, Luxembourg, Romania, Slovenia, Spain and the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia. They
will receive their prize from Androulla Vassiliou, the Commissioner for Education, Culture, Multilingualism
and Youth, during a ceremony on 18 November in Brussels. More information at >>>


